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Abstract

This paper presents the development of a dynamic emotional model to be employed

in agent societies. The proposed model is based on the PAD emotional model and

allows the representation of the emotional contagion phenomena of a heteroge-

neous group of agents that are capable of express emotions. The model is mainly

based on three elements: personality, empathy and affinity. These elements allow

the characterization of each individual, causing them susceptible to vary in some

degree the emotions of other individuals. Additionally, the model allows defining

of the social emotion of this group of agents.

Keywords: Multi-agent systems, emotion recognition, neural networks

1. Introduction

To attain a person’s intentions it is essential to grasp the psychological and the

physical aspects. Disregarding one of these aspects may lead to unreliable results

[1]. The physiological representation of decisions is a very powerful way to deter-

mine if a person is being honest or not. For instance, a person can be actively lying5

but the physical response may tell otherwise. Although there are ways to overcome

this situation where the person is able to physically control the display of emotions

most of the people does not [2].
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Most of the human-computer interaction is solely based on text or clicks, which

looses several features present in normal human communication. For instance, the10

lack of knowledge about one’s emotional status constricts the information about

the actual disposition (in terms of acceptance/refusal). Furthermore, there are sev-

eral other factors that influence the emotional status and, therefore, the possible

response to a suggestion. Therefore, to enhance the machine decisions it is critical

that the complete information about the human/agent in each interaction.15

One of the most important influencers of the emotional status in the surround-

ing environment. Changes in the environment can have an positive or negative

outcome (improve the mood or tone down the excitement). From a computational

perspective, emotions have been employed as a way to improve social simulation

processes which require human interactions, but very little work has been done on20

representing collective emotions and emotion’s dynamicity [3].

Several models have been developed to address emotions and personality so

that they are able to recognize and simulate emotions, and they are: OCEAN model

[4], OCC emotional models [5], Plutchikś theory [6] and the PAD model [7]. With

these models we are able to produce agent systems that are capable of interacting25

with humans and express emotions. When interacting with other agents they can

also perceive the environment. Furthermore, if the agents are equipped with en-

vironment sensors (such as cameras[8], speech analysis[9], bio-sensors[10], etc.)

they are able to extract the emotional information of humans (although they are

still at an early stage).30

The issue with the available proposals is that they are static and impervious to

change. Normal interactions between the entities (humans or agents) may result

in an environment change, like a burst of emotion contagion (here the emotional

change of an entity influences other entities). Emotion contagion may be possible

when the model takes into account elements such as situation, affinity, empathy,35

etc.. Until now, only a few works have tried to model the emotional contagion in

computational entities: Saunier and Jones[11] modelled the emotional contagion

suggesting that each agent is the body and the mind separated; Bosse et al. [12]

proposed the spiral model that gives a solution to the emotional propagation by

2
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distinguishing the different factors that influence the emotional contagion.40

Our proposal, which is an extension of a previous work [13], is to introduce a

model that is dynamic, which learns from the entities actions and the environment

changes. We have based our model on the PAD emotional model with the additional

ability of representing the emotional contagion of a heterogeneous group of entities

capable of express and/or communicate emotions. Moreover, with this advance it45

is possible to define the social emotion of a group of agents. To define the model

we employ concepts like empathy, affinity and personality of each entity. The aim

of this proposal is to attain the complete information about the current emotional

status so it can be used on other systems so that they are able to improve their

operation.50

One of the projects that will benefit from this advance is the iGenda platform

[14, 15]. The iGenda helps managing everyday activities of elderly or disable peo-

ple. The main features are the scheduling system, the social network and the med-

ical status monitoring. The platform also implements active aging efforts by auto-

matically scheduling activities on the users’ free time. One of the issues with this55

approach is that automatized systems are constructed having one or a few profiles

serving as the base options for all the community. Therefore, the people that do

not fit on those profiles do not really benefit from the platform features. Our pro-

posal will improve the execution procedures of the iGenda by using virtual actors

that have responses similar to human responses. Moreover, in the case of study60

included in the paper, a robot interacts with the humans calculating the social emo-

tion of the group of people it interacts with and its difference to the goal emotion.

This social emotion is calculated from the individual emotions that are obtained

from the images of the humans faces captured by the robot. The paper includes the

comparison between several methods of machine learning for detecting emotions65

from face images, being the ANN the method with best results.

To sum up, this paper presents the dynamic model of the Social Emotion concept

defined for a group of entities (that may include either humans or agents). This

dynamic model may be used to predict the evolution of the group and to identify

which individual inside the group can be affected to get the biggest change in the70

3
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Social Emotion. This work is presented in a case study were the emotions from a

set of individuals is intended to be detected by capturing their image faces, using

an ANN to make this detection.

This paper is structured as follows: section 2 presents the related work and

the robotic advances that relate with our concept; section 3 presents the dynamic75

emotional model and its logical structure; section 4 presents the validation tests of

the model presented in section 3; section 5 presents the validation of the model in

a real life scenario through the use of a mobile robot; finally, section 6 presents the

conclusions and future work.

2. Related Work80

The emotional states are defined as the way to express emotion by human beings

in a period of time. These emotions are not static and can be propagated through

the environment, begin widely used in crowd simulation. It is essential to these

applications too have the ability of emulating emotion as they are used to the deci-

sion making process. In crowd simulation the most common emotional state is fear,85

which allows the creation of emergency evacuation simulations [16], [17]. Never-

theless, these simulations try to predict the behavior of humans in distress. These

simulations have helped to design buildings, evacuation routes and simulate how

the police, firefighters and ambulance may optimally respond to a disaster situation

[18]. However human being have a whole range of emotions that can be propa-90

gated to other agents, such as: happiness, sadness and anger, among others. To

propagate these emotions the Newtonian Emotion System (NES) [19] was designed

for multi-agent systems, establishing the three laws of motion presented by New-

ton. In the Newton dynamic the aim is the study of movements of objects and the

origin of these movements, where each object is represented by a particles system.95

Each one of these particles have internal properties which makes them different to

the other particles properties as the mass, length, with and height, among others

this provide to the object a different behaviour when external forces are acting on it.

The application of these forces on a particle can changes your direction and velocity

4
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or knows if this particle is attracted to another. The authors based on their model100

in the Newton laws and apply some of the concepts presented by Newton, concepts

as force, mass, acceleration and velocity. Using this concepts the author defined two

laws of emotion dynamics, this two law is based on the laws of dynamic of Newton.

Other works have tried to introduce the contagion effect that humans can feel

in multiple situations. One of these works is the emotional contagion spiral model105

[20]. This model tries to give a solution to the emotional propagation, distinguish-

ing among different factors that influence in the emotional contagion. This model

is based on a emotional model that was proposed by Barsade [21], which includes

six hypotheses about how is produced the propagation of emotions. This work is

applied in an evacuation simulation scenario, taking into account how human be-110

haviours are affected by the dynamicity and propagation of emotions. Nevertheless,

the complexity of these analysis forces these approaches to be limited to one emo-

tion, in this case fear. So, behaviours of simulated agents are also affected by only

one emotion.

We aim towards a harmonious environment that is just the opposite of what is115

presented in these works. But that gives us an advantage that is the knowledge

about the efficacy of those solutions, thus it is foreseeable that with opposite stim-

ulus there is an opposite response. That is confirmed by current developments in

the home robotic assistance area.

Currently there are some efforts to implement robot systems in the home envi-120

ronment with the aim of helping people on their daily tasks, track them on their

home (and report their health status) and be a sentient companion. Studies show

that although current human-robot interactions are far from optimal, future de-

velopments would be vital for supporting people [22]. There are several projects

directed to assist users and interact with them in an effort to change their mood and125

influence their emotions. The most active and similar projects are the following.

The Hobbit project [23] is an service robot whose aim is to provide assistance

in performing certain tasks. It also interacts with the users, asking them for help to

perform tasks that it is unable to do, forcing interaction. It has limited interaction

features and does not establishes a communicative environment.130

5
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The Cosero robot [24] is a humanoid-like attempt that focus more on visual

interpretation and grasping. Its aim is to aid to perform home tasks, like cleaning

and serving beverages, being able to receive vocal commands or typed messages.

It does not posses any type of communicative features, being at its core a service

robot.135

Lastly, there is the SERGIO robot [25] that is a humanoid robot, that like the

previous one, it is a service robot, aiming to perform basic tasks like grasping and

object identifying. It is able to communicate using a natural language processor,

thus it is capable of basic human communication and keeping a very simple con-

versation. It is able to receive structured voice command and navigate in an home140

environment.

The issue with these robots is that they are unable to assimilate the current

social and emotional condition of the environment, i.e. they are only capable of

performing their tasks whether the user wants it or not. Their strict operation pat-

terns create a distance between them and the humans, being considered as toy by145

not meeting the user’s expectations.

This work tries to overcome this issue by giving an approximation of a dynamic

emotional model that allows the representation of the emotional contagion of a

heterogeneous group of entities capable of express and/or communicate emotions.

The next section explains in detail the proposed model.150

3. Dynamic Emotional Model

This section proposes a dynamic emotional model based on the PAD emotional

model. This model represents the emotional contagion of a heterogeneous group

of entities capable of expressing and/or communicating emotions.

Before defining the dynamic emotional model, it is necessary to define the rep-155

resentation of an emotional state of an agent on the PAD model (Pleasure, Arousal

and Dominance). The emotion of an agent agi in an instant t (
#»
E t(agi)) is defined

as a vector in R3, represented by the components that make up the PAD emotional

model. The variation of each component allows to modify the emotional state of

6
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the agent (Equation 1).160

#»
E t (agi) = [Pt (agi), At (agi), Dt (agi)] (1)

This representation inR3 allows us to see emotions as a system of particles. They

attract or repel depending on the internal properties of each one of them. These

particles have the ability to move around the space because these particles have

internal properties like Mass. The mass in a particle is a measure of the amount of

matter that has a body, and one of the properties related to it is that it is proportional165

to the resistance to be attracted by others.

The attraction carried out in the PAD space reflects the emotional contagion

between entities. An entity will be more easily suffer from contagion of other emo-

tions according to different factors. The main factor, depending on the own entity

is called Empathy. The empathy is a psychological motivator for helping others in170

distress [26]. The empathy could be defined as the ability to feel what other people

feel. The empathy denotes a deep emotional understanding of another’s feelings

or problems, while sympathy is more general and can apply to small annoyances

or setbacks. Our dynamical model uses this psychological concept, allowing agents

to have an empathy level. The Empathy Level of an agent agi , denoted ε(agi), rep-175

resents a value in the range [0, 1] indicating the ability of agent agi to perceive

what another agent may feel. In the PAD space, the mass of agent agi (m(agi)) is

defined as the inverse of empathy (Equation 2) as an indicator of the difficult to be

attracted by others, that is to be contagied by other emotions as m(agi) increases.

m(agi) =
1

|ε(agi)|
(2)

Another important factor in the emotional contagion is the relationship be-180

tween the emotion source and the emotion receiver, that is, the Affinity existing

between them. It is not the same to perceive the emotions of a close acquaintance

than a stranger. The Affinity Level between two agents agi and ag j at instant t

(Aft(agi , ag j)) is a value between [−1, 1] that describes the level of affinity be-

tween agents agi and ag j , being -1 the value dedicated to sworn enemies, 0 to185

perfect strangers and 1 to best of friends. The last factor to take into account in

7
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the emotion dynamics is the physical distance between the emotion source and the

emotion receiver (Dt(agi , ag j) to denote the physical distance between entities agi

and ag j at instant t) .

The emotional dynamics described is based on the Newton universal attraction190

law. Newton’s law of universal gravitation states that any two bodies in the Uni-

verse attract each other with a force that is directly proportional to the product of

their masses and inversely proportional to the square of the distance between them.

Based on this theory, we define the force that an agent ag j makes over an agent agi

at instant t (
#»
F t(agi , ag j)) to attract or repulse it in the PAD space, that is, this force195

will control the emotion contagion between all the agents. The emotional force is

a vector in R3 space. This vector measures the emotional change in the PAD space

(Equation 3).

#»
F t (agi , ag j) =

ε(agi) · Aft (agi , ag j)

2Dt (agi ,ag j )
· ||#»E t (agi)− #»

E t (ag j)|| (3)

#»
F t(agi , ag j) represents the force vector, which help us to know if the emotion

of the agent agi is attracted by the agent ag j . ε(agi) represents the emphatic level200

of entity agi , and Aft(agi , ag j) represents the affinity level between agi and ag j

at instant t. Dt(agi , ag j) is the physical distance between agi and ag j at instant t

and
#»
E t(agi) represents the emotion of the agi at instant t and

#»
E t(ag j) represents

the emotion of the ag j at instant t. According to this, we define the Emotional

Attraction Force of agent agi at instant t (
#     »
EAF t(agi)) as the combination of all the205

attraction forces over agent agi at instant t (Equation 4).

#   »
EAF t (agi) =

∑
∀ag j 6=agi

#»
F t (agi , ag j) (4)

To calculate the new emotion of agent agi at instant t + 1 and assuming that

there is no external stimuli that may change agent agi emotion out of the rest of en-

tities in the system, it will be calculated according to movement in the PAD space.

To get this new emotion it is necessary to use the second law of Newton’s or the210

fundamental principle of dynamics. Based on this law, the
#     »
EAF t(agi) is used to

calculate the emotional acceleration of agent agi at instant t (#»a t(agi)). This ac-

celeration is the emotional variation per time unit of agent agi emotion (Equation

8
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5).

#   »
EAF t (agi) = m(agi) · #»a t (agi) (5)

Once the emotional acceleration #»a t(agi) is calculated, the emotional velocity of215

entity agi at instant t can be obtained (#»v t(agi)). This is a measure of the emotional

propagation velocity within the PAD space (Equation 6).

#»v t (agi) =
#»a 0(agi) + (

#»a t (agi) · t) (6)

Finally, it is necessary to calculate the new PAD emotion for entity agi at instant

t + 1 (
#»
E t+1(ag j)) (Equation 7).

#»
E t+1(ag j) =

#»
E t (ag j) + (

#»v t (agi) · t) (7)

It is important to consider that emotions within the PAD space do not present220

any opposition by the environment, e.g., there is no friction causing a reduction of

speed. There is no inercia affecting the emotions within the PAD space thus, there

are no oscillations. This swing up was eliminated by adding this restriction to the

model if
#     »
EAF t(agi) = 0 then #»v t(agi) = 0.

The proposed dynamic model allows us to model and represent the emotional225

contagion phenomena among different intelligent agents. Nevertheless, these enti-

ties typically are not alone in the environment but are part of a group of agents. Our

proposal is to model not only how an agent is influenced by other agents but also

how the group of agents as a whole can be emotionally affected by its components.

To do this, we need to define a social emotional model, which allows to calculate230

and represent the social emotion of a group of intelligent entities. The aim of this

social emotional model is to obtain the social emotion of a group of heterogeneous

agents in an specific instant. This model is composed by a triplet that allows us to

define the social emotion (SE) [27] for a group of n agents Ag= {ag1, ag2, ..., agn}
at instant t (Equation 8).235

SEt (Ag) = (
# »
C E t (Ag), #»m t (Ag), #»σ t (Ag)) (8)

9
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Where
#  »
C E t(Ag) is a vector in the PAD space, where each one of its components

is calculated averaging the P, A, and D values, respectively of the n agents forming

the set Ag (Equation 9). These averages will enable us to determine where the

central emotion (CE) of this group of agents is and to visualize it in the PAD space.

P̄t (Ag) =

∑n
i=1 Pt (agi)

n
, Āt (Ag) =

∑n
i=1 At (agi)

n
, D̄t (Ag) =

∑n
i=1 Dt (agi)

n
,

# »
C E t (Ag) = [P̄t (Ag), Āt (Ag), D̄t (Ag)]

(9)

The #»mt(Ag) can indicate if there exist agents having their emotional state far240

away from the central emotion. The Euclidean distance is used to calculate the

maximum distances between the emotion of each agent respect to the
#  »
C E (Equation

10, 11, 12, 13) as follows.

mPt (Ag) = max
�q
(Pt (agi)− P̄t (Ag))2

�
,∀agi ∈ Ag (10)

mAt (Ag) = max
�q
(At (agi)− Āt (Ag))2

�
,∀agi ∈ Ag (11)

mDt (Ag) = max
�q
(Dt (agi)− D̄t (Ag))2

�
,∀agi ∈ Ag (12)

#»m t (Ag) = [mPt (Ag), mAt (Ag), mDt (Ag)] (13)

The #»σ(Ag) or standard deviation (SD) allows the calculation of the level of

emotional dispersion of this group of agents around the central emotion
#  »
C E(Ag)245

for each component of the PAD(Equation 14).

σPt (Ag) =

√√√√√
n∑

i=1

(Pt (agi)− P̄t (Ag))2

n
,∀agi ∈ Ag

σAt (Ag) =

√√√√√
n∑

i=1

(At (agi)− Āt (Ag))2

n
,∀agi ∈ Ag

σDt (Ag) =

√√√√√
n∑

i=1

(Dt (agi)− D̄t (Ag))2

n
,∀agi ∈ Ag

(14)

10
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The result of each of the above equations can be represented as a vector (Equa-

tion 15), which allow to determine the level of emotional dispersion.

#»σ t (Ag) = [σPt (Ag),σAt (Ag),σDt (Ag)] (15)

From this definition, it can be deduced that:

1. if #»σ t(Ag) >> [0,0,0], the group has a high emotional dispersion, i.e. the250

members of the group have different emotional states.

2. if #»σ t(Ag) ∼= [0,0,0], the group has a low emotional dispersion, this means

that individuals have similar emotional states.

This model takes into account that at some stage you may have two or more

agent groups and each group has its own social emotion or have a single group255

which wants to move to a target emotion. This will allow to measure the emotional

distance between the current social emotional group and a possible emotional tar-

get. This approach can be used as a feedback in the decision making process in or-

der to take actions to try to move the social emotion to a particular area of the PAD

space or to allow that the emotional state of a group of agents can be approached260

or moved away from other groups of agents (Equation 16).

∆SE : SEt (Ag i), SEt′ (Ag j)→ [0, 1] (16)

According to this profile, Equation 17 shows how we calculate this emotional

variation. The equation calculates three distances corresponding to the three com-

ponents of the SE.

∆SE(SEt (Ag i), SEt′ (Ag j)) =
1
2

�
ωc∆(

# »
C E t (Ag i),

# »
C E t′ (Ag j))

+ωd∆(
#»m t (Ag i), #»m t′ (Ag j)) +ωv∆(

#»σ t (Ag i), #»σ t′ (Ag j))
� (17)

where ωc +ωd +ωv = 1; ωc ,ωd ,ωv ∈ [0,1] (18)

and ∆ calculates the distance between two vectors. As every dimension of the265

PAD space is bounded between [−1, 1], each ∆ will give values between [0, 2].

Therefore, ∆SE will have a range between [0,1]. Calculating the distance among

11
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social emotions allows the study of the behaviour of emotional-based agents, either

minimizing or maximizing the ∆SE(SEt(Ag i), SEt ′(Ag j)) function. This way, it can

be extrapolated the knowledge about if an agent group approaches or moves away270

from a specific emotional state. To achieve this, it is necessary to modify through

stimuli the individual emotions of each agent and therefore changing the social

emotion.

Using this model is possible to determine the emotional distance among differ-

ent groups of agents or between the same group in different instants of time. This275

will allow us to measure the emotional distance between the current social emo-

tional group and a possible emotional target. Moreover, the combination of the

presented models allows us to model and represent the emotional contagion of a

heterogeneous group of agents and observe how it influences the social emotion of

that group of agents.280

4. Validation tests

Different tests have been done in order to validate the proposed model. Con-

cretely, a simulation prototype was implemented in Python (using a jupyter1 note-

book with numpy and matplotlib libraries). The simulation experiments were con-

ducted to evaluate different aspects and to try to show the correct behavior of the285

proposed model. Visualization of results has been done using three different kind

of images:

• PAD space representation: a 3D representation of the emotional states in the

PAD space. In each graphic, current emotional states of each agent and the

social emotion of the existing groups are represented.290

• Physical space position representation: a 2D representation of the different

agents, similar to a graph where each agent is a node situated in its physical

coordinates (x,y). The size of the agent is inversely proportional to its empa-

thy and if there is any affinity between agents, it will be represented by a link

1http://jupyter.org

12
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joining them. Finally, a sequence of colors (see Figure 1) is defined as a way295

for representing the current emotion of each agent.

• Social emotional evolution: a 2D representation of the evolution of the dif-

ferent values composing the Social Emotion (SEt(Ag)):

–
#  »
C E t(Ag) = [P̄t(Ag), Āt(Ag), D̄t(Ag)], represented in the figure as CE P,

CE A and CE D, respectively.300

– #»mt(Ag) = [mPt(Ag), mAt(Ag), mDt(Ag)], represented in the figure as

maxDistP, maxDistA and maxDistD, respectively.

– #»σ t(Ag) = [σPt(Ag),σAt(Ag),σDt(Ag)], represented in the figure as

stdP, stdA and stdD, respectively.

Figure 1: Color representation for the different emotions

The experiments have been grouped into three situations changing the charac-305

teristics of the agents’ groups. Moreover, each experiment includes different cases

changing the affinity and empathy levels of the agents and also the physical distance

among agents. The different proposed experiments are listed in Table 1.

4.1. First Experiment

The first experiment tried to evaluate how a group of heterogeneous agents310

evolve in the emotional space according to the dynamic model. To do this, we

implemented a set of 10 agents with a randomized initial emotional state. In order

to evaluate the emotional behavior in the agent group, different situations have

been defined changing the empathy and affinity values of each agent. Moreover the

physical distance has also changed from a minimum distance of 0 meters up to a315

maximum distance of 20 meters. For reasons of brevity only two of the combinations

are described.
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Experiment # agents Empathy Affinity
Physical distance

Case 1 Case 2

1st 1 group of 10 agents

a)

b)

c)

d)

0

0

1

1

0

1

0

1

All agents

have distance

0

All agents have

random distances

between 0 and 20

2nd

1 group of 10 agents

(one agent with Empathy

and Affinity = 0)

a)

b)

c)

d)

0

0

1

1

0

1

0

1

All agents

have distance

0

All agents have

random distances

between 0 and 20

3rd
1 group of 5 agents

and 1 group of 10 agents

a)

b)

c)

d)

0

0

1

1

0

1

0

1

All agents

have distance

0

All agents have

random distances

between 0 and 20

Table 1: Summary of proposed experiments

(a) Initial (b) Final

Figure 2: One group of 10 agents (with Empathy=0, Affinity=0 and distance between agents >0)

First one is the corresponding to all the empathies and affinities between agents

to 0, that is, a set of agents that has not any relationship between them and that

are not moved by the emotions they feel around them. In this situation, the model320

works as expected, as the agents do not change their emotions. Figure 2 shows

one execution of this first situation of this example by a PAD space representation

and a Physical space position representation for the initial and final stages of the

execution.

Alternatively, Figure 3 represents a situation where agents have a maximum325

value of the empathy and affinity levels. As we can see, the initial stage for the PAD

values of the agents is the same of the previous situation (as can be observed in the
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(a) Initial (b) Final

(c) Social emotional evolution

Figure 3: One group of 10 agents (with Empathy=1, Affinity=1 and all the agents with distance >0)

corresponding PAD space representation). As this situation has different affinities

and empathies, there exists links connecting agents in the Physical space position

representation. This situation represents a group of agents that can be considered330

good friends and very sensitive to their friends emotions. As they are close enough

(in a range of [0, 20] meters), their emotions are contaged tending to collapse

in the PAD space (as is observed in the Figure 4b - left). This evolution can be

observed, at individual level, in the evolution of the PAD space representation, and

in the evolution of the colors of the agents in the PAD space representation and335

in the Physical space position representation. On the other hand, Figure 4c shows

how fast is the convergence of the social emotional values during the experiment.

The relevance of these experiments is the validation that all the situations have the

expected behavior according to the proposed model.

4.2. Second Experiment340

The second experiment is trying to observe how the emotional state of the group

is disturbed by an odd agent without empathy and affinity with any agent. Scenarios
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proposed in this experiment are affected in the emotional states of the group due to

the emotional response generated by the odd agent. As an example we can see the

scenario proposed in Figure 5a where all the agents of the group have the maximum345

value of the empathy and affinity levels except the odd agent (an initial situation

similar to the one used in the Figure 4a). As we can see, the final situation shows

a non perfect grouping of all the agents due to the distorsion caused by the odd

agent. This can be observed too in the temporal evolution of the social emotional

values, if compared with Figure 3.350

(a) Initial (b) Final

(c) Social emotional evolution

Figure 4: One group of 10 agents with an odd agent (with Empathy=1, Affinity=1 and all the agents

with distance >0)

4.3. Third Experiment

Finally, the third experiment was centered in analyzing how two disimilar groups

of agents change their emotional states following the proposed model.

Figure 5 represents a scenario where there exists one group of ten agents and

another group of five agents with the maximum level of empathy and affinity inside355

the group and the minimum distance between them. In this case, agents of each
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(a) Initial (b) Final

(c) Social emotional evolution of 5 agents(d) Social emotional evolution of 10

agents

Figure 5: One group of 10 agents and another group of 5 agents (with Empathy=1, Affinity=1 and all

the agents with distance =0)

group are close to each other as can be expected. Regarding the temporal evolution,

it is more evident in the case of the smallest group, where the social emotional

parameters are more homogeneous than in the largest group.

To prove the applicability of this model we propose the implementation of it in360

a mobile robot and proceeded to test different scenarios either in simulated or real

environments. The architecture and experiment results are presented in the next

section.

5. A robot guided by emotions.

The model implementation and the proof of concept was done through the use365

of a real environment, where there is a NAO robot 2 in charge of interacting with

humans in a room. The main goal of this development is the automatic recognition

2https://www.aldebaran.com/en
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of the emotional states of a group of individuals in order to enhance the wellbeing

of these individuals. To achieve this, the robot moves around the room and tries to

interact with any detected person. The robot calculates the emotional states of the370

identified individuals’ group and, according to the proposed model, estimates pos-

sible emotional contagions among individuals. In order to make this process it uses

different tools to communicate with its environment and to obtain the information

that surrounds it:

• Speech recognition, the robot communicates with people to try to change375

their emotional states. Moreover, if the robot does not know the person, it

estimates his personality using a dialogue game that follows the OCEAN test

[4].

• Movement, the robot is continually moving around the room trying to interact

and stimulate any individual presented in the room.380

• Image processing, it is used to detect the emotional state of people around the

room. To detect the emotional states, the robot employs a machine learning

model explained in the next section.

Figure 6 shows a simulated environment of the proposed application where the

NAO robot interacts with a group of three individuals.385

Figure 6: Simulation of the proposed application

With this information, the robot tries to stimulate people in the room. These

stimulation actions are performed when the robot detects emotional changes that
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lead the social emotion away from a target emotion (happiness, usually). This con-

tinuous sensorization of the environment enables the estimation of the emotional

dynamics of the group and the robot is able to react performing different actions390

like telling a joke, asking what is wrong with them or making a funny movement.

One of the possible applications of this system is in nursing homes, where they

have to perform playful tasks. The robot would be responsible for carrying out these

tasks while analysing emotions and modifying its actions according to the emotion

of the group [28]. As aforementioned, another use is in the iGenda framework. The395

robot can inform the iGenda of the current emotional status of the environment,

thus the iGenda is able to schedule event that please the group.

Due to the complexity of the proposed application, this paper only covers the

emotion identification and contagion analysis phases which are the most important

phases to the validation of the proposed dynamic emotional model. In the follow-400

ing sections we will explain the process followed for the emotion identification,

and then we will show some experiments where we test the real evolution of the

emotions dynamic against the simulation of such dynamics from the real emotions

perceived.

5.1. Emotion identification405

In this section we will focus on the design and implementation of the emotion

identification of each person which is in the room.

The emotion state detection represents the knowledge about human feelings

perceived by the machine (Robot, Mobile Phones, etc). The detection of this emo-

tion is done through a different algorithm, that gives machines this skill and al-410

lows them to recognize and classify emotional states. To recognize the emotional

state, we can find different algorithms and techniques that extract facial informa-

tion. Among them, we highlight the Histogram Oriented Gradient (HOG) [29], and

the Face Landmark Estimation [30]. The first one is used to encode these facial com-

ponents and concatenate them into a single feature vector; the other is the technique415

we have used, and it extracts a list of points as shown in the Figure 7. These points

represent the most important characteristics of our faces represented in a 2D plane.
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Using this information, it is possible to create a set of feature vectors that can be used

to train the machine learning models (ML). To determine the best feature vector for

the classification of emotions, three experiments were performed. The experiments420

used two databases, that had the same kind of emotions. The emotions contained

in these databases are: Afraid, Angry, Disgusted, Happy, Neutral, Sad and Surprised.

The first one, called Karolinska Directed Emotional Faces database (KDEF) [31], is

used to train our ML and it is composed of 980 images and the second database,

The Radboud Faces Database (RaFD) [32], is used to do the test and it is composed425

of 536 images.

Figure 7: List of extracted points, using Face Landmark Estimation

Table 2 shows the database distribution and the percentage used to train and to

test. These databases are composed by different faces that represent human emo-

tions. To do a good classification, it is necessary to detect a series of face character-

istics. These points are showed in Figure 8. Based on these points, we calculate the430

Euclidean distance between each of them. In our experiments, seventeen distances

were used, that represent the input used to train the ML.

We use agents to represent the human emotions, being able to fully interact with

humans. To be able to do this, first, the agent has to possess the ability of classify

each emotion, thus possessing a knowledge base with information of a classifier.435
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Database Name Total Images Train Test

KDEF 980 80 20

RafD 469 80 20

KDEF and RafD 1449 80 20

Table 2: Database distribution.

Figure 8: Points used to calculate the euclidean distance.
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Name Description

C Penalty parameter C of the error term.

Gamma Radius of influence of samples selected by the model as support vectors.

Max Depth The maximum depth of the tree.

n Estimators The number of trees in the forest.

Max Features The number of features to consider when looking for the best split.

Penalty Used to specify the norm used in the penalization

Degree Degree of the polynomial kernel function.

Table 3: Description of values used in the machine learning models.

Name Classifier C Gamma Max Depth n Estimators Max Features Penalty Degree

SVC Linear Kernel 1.0 0.1 - - - - -

LinearSVC 1.0 - - - - - -

SVC (RBF kernel) 1.0 0.1 - - - - -

SVC Polynomial (degree 3) 1.0 0.1 - - - - 3

SVC Kernel Sigmoid 1.0 0.1 - - - - -

Logistic Regression - - - - - l2 -

Logistic Regression 1 My caption - - - - - l2

Gaussian NB - - - - - - -

Random Forest Classifier - - 14 10 7 - -

Table 4: Machine Learning Models and their configuration values.

To properly choose from the available methods (neural networks [33], support

vector machines [34], etc.), we have performed a comparison between them and

chose the one with better results.

Table 3 describes the different configuration values used in the machine learning

models. Table 4 shows the different values of the configuration parameters used in440

the machine learning models.

The result of the classification can be seen in Table 5. The first column corre-

sponds to the KDEF database, the second column corresponds to the RaFD database

and the last one are the two joined databases. In each one of these experiments,

the relation between the amount of samples used to train and to test was 80% to445

train and 20% to test. Other experiments were performed using Artificial Neural

Networks (ANN), with the same database and partition (80% for training, 20% for

test) as the other ones. The topology used in our ANN was defined as: input layer
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Classifier Name KDEF RafD KDEF and RafD

SVC Linear Kernel 63 29 95

LinearSVC 57 30 79

SVC (RBF kernel) 57 30 79

SVC Polynomial 57 29 79

SVC Kernel Sigmoid 59 30 92

Logistic Regression 60 26 86

Logistic Regression 1 65 34 96

Random Forest Classifier 71 35 98

Background Propagation 75.2 65.5 98.5

Table 5: Results of the classifiers for each of the databases

seventeen neurons, in the middle layer one hundred and output layer seven neurons.

Using this configuration it was achieved 97% of correct human emotions classifica-450

tion. It is very important to take into account that all the training process has been

made offline, and once the best configuration has been obtained, it is embedded in

the agent (in this case, the robot).

Table 5 shows that the best results were obtained joining the two databases.

Nevertheless, it is possible to use all the classifiers presented combined as a455

group of experts. This group of experts classify the emotions and count the number

of times each emotion appears. Using this information the agents can determine

which is the recognised emotion and the emotional state is added to its knowledge

base. Once this emotion has been added, the agents may carry out the necessary

actions to interact with the person.460

5.2. Emotion dynamics experimentation

To validate our dynamic emotional model we have defined several experiments

to compare the results obtained in simulation with reality. To make this comparison,

it is necessary to have an initial information about the participants. This information

will be used as an input parameter in the simulation. To obtain this information, the465

participant answers a series of questions from a personality test (the OCEAN, as pre-

viously mentioned). Using this test, it is possible to determine the level of empathy

of each participant (using some studies [35] that associates Agreeableness compo-

nent to empathy) and a list of the affinity levels between the participants. The name
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Agent 0 Agent 1 Agent 2 Agent 3

Empathy 0.3 0.9 0.6 0.5

Table 6: Group 1: Empathy levels of each agent.

Agent 0 Agent 1 Agent 2 Agent 3

Agent 0 0.0 0.8 0.75 0.95

Agent 1 0.79 0.0 0.89 0.85

Agent 2 0.86 0.76 0.0 0.79

Agent 3 0.8 0.8 0.95 0.0

Table 7: Group 1: Level of affinity between agents.

Agent will be used in the experiments to refer to virtual or real participants. The470

list of affinity levels is normalized between 0 and 1. We have made experiments

with two groups of 4 participants (with their affinity levels and empathies), making

two experiments (with different initial emotions) with each group. Each experi-

ment was divided in two parts, the first one is a real world execution, where the

initial emotions of the participants and their evolution are detected using the above475

mentioned method. The second part of each experiment is a simulation from the

initial emotions detected in the real execution at the beginning of the experiment

first part, applying the emotion dynamics model presented in the paper.

5.2.1. Group 1

The empathy of the first group or participants are shown in Table 6. The friend-480

ship level between them is represented in the affinity matrix shown in Table 7.

In the first experiment, the initial emotion of each participant was detected to

be as showed in the Table 8. In this table, the different agents’ emotions and their

corresponding values in PAD can be seen.

Figure 9-b shows the representation of the social emotion dynamics according485

to the real world execution. These emotions were detected by using the machine

learning algorithm presented in previous sections. The delay between captures was

of 2 minutes and this process is repeated for one hour. Each emotion detected with

our algorithm was transformed in PAD values.
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P A D Emotion

Agent 0 0.63 0.40 0.29 Happy

Agent 1 0.63 0.40 0.28 Happy

Agent 2 0.41 0.55 0.19 Surprise

Agent 3 0.63 0.40 0.29 Happy

Table 8: Group 1 - Experiment 1: Initial Emotion and PAD values of each agent.

The aim of this simulation is to check how the emotional dynamics work in a490

group. The Figure 9-a shows the emotional dynamics for 30 seconds. It can be seen

how the agents attract each other. This can be observed in the tendency to zero

of the dispersion (standard deviation) and the max distance values. This tendency

indicates that the agents are grouped around a central emotion represented by CE

P, CE A, CE D, that in this case is happiness.495

If we compare the two graphics we can observe that the emotional dynamics in

the two examples have had the same behaviour.

Figure 9: Group 1 - Experiment 1: High Affinity levels and positive emotions.

The second experiment with this group have the initial emotions situation per-

ceived that can be seen in Table 9. This second experiment deals about negative

emotions’ evolution.500

In a similar way as in the first experiment, this one was first executed in the real
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P A D Emotion

Agent 0 -0.59 0.08 0.47 Angry

Agent 1 -0.59 -0.01 0.40 Disgusted

Agent 2 -0.08 0.18 -0.39 Fearful

Agent 3 -0.28 -0.12 -0.37 Sad

Table 9: Group 1 - Experiment 2: Emotion and PAD values of each agent.

world, and the emotional evolution perceived in Figure10-b.

In the Figure 10-a we can see the simulation evolution of the emotional dyna-

mics using as initial values of the agents’ emotions the ones in Table 9.

As this group of participants possess a big empathy and affinity level between505

them, in both experiments, the group tends to be emotionally cohesive. This can be

seen in the figures as the dispersion (standard deviation) and the maximum distance

tend to zero. In this second experiment, the central emotion is around Disgusted

emotion.

Figure 10: Group 1 - Experiment 2: High Affinity levels and negative emotions.

5.2.2. Group 2510

This second group of participants is formed by a group of 4 people that are

practically unknown between them (this can be seen in Table 11 where the affinity
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Agent 0 Agent 1 Agent 2 Agent 3

Emphaty 0.1 0.5 0.8 0.95

Table 10: Group 2: Empathy levels to each agent.

Agent 0 Agent 1 Agent 2 Agent 3

Agent 0 0.0 0.1 0.01 0.05

Agent 1 0.09 0.0 0.04 0.06

Agent 2 0.01 0.06 0.0 0.07

Agent 3 0.08 0.02 0.03 0.0

Table 11: Group 2: Level of affinity between agents.

matrix of this group is shown). Table 10 shows the empathies of such people.

The first experiment with this second group have the initial emotions perceived

that are seen in Table 12.515

Figure 11-b shows the social emotion dynamics in the real world execution of

this firs experiment with the second group of participants. The data acquisition was

similar to the one made in the first group experiments.

Figure 11-a shows the results of the social emotion dynamics’ simulation using

as initial emotion values the ones perceived in the real scenario.520

In this first experiment the group maintains its emotional state very close to

happiness. In the same way, the dispersion values and maximum distances are very

close to zero, indicating that the group is responding positively. This behaviour is

not produced by the affinity levels, since in this experiment they are very low. This

behaviour is caused by the individuals empathy levels, as two of them have high525

empathy values.

For the second experiment of the second group of participants, the initial emo-

P A D Emotion

Agent 0 0.63 0.40 0.29 Happy

Agent 1 0.63 0.40 0.28 Happy

Agent 2 0.41 0.55 0.19 Surprise

Agent 3 0.63 0.40 0.29 Happy

Table 12: Experiment 2A: Initial Emotion and PAD values of each agent.
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Figure 11: Group 2 - Experiment 1: Low Affinity levels and positive emotions.

P A D Emotion

Agent 0 -0.08 0.18 -0.39 Fear

Agent 1 -0.59 0.08 0.47 Angry

Agent 2 -0.59 -0.01 0.40 Disgusted

Agent 3 -0.28 -0.12 -0.37 Sad

Table 13: Group 2 - Experiment 2: Initial Emotion and PAD values of each agent.

tions perceived can be seen in the Table 13.

The results of this experiment in the real world can be seen in the Figure12-b,

and the simulation of the social emotion dynamics in the Figure12-a.530

In this second experiment of the second group, we can see that the emotional

dispersion and the maximum distance are high. This happens because the levels of

affinity between the agents are low. This behaviour occurs both in simulation and

in the real world.

In the end, we may observe that the social emotion dynamics model seems to535

work quite properly, as it is able to predict the emotion dynamics, using the affinity

levels, empathies and the emotions detected by the cameras. This could be used

to anticipate the different actions that can be done so that the group may move

towards an emotion (or avoid to reach one).
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Figure 12: Group 2 - Experiment 2: Low Affinity levels and negative emotions.

6. Conclusions and future work540

A new model for the calculation of dynamic emotions has been presented in

this paper, showing a first approach for the emotional contagion and simulation of

dynamic social emotions into a group of intelligent entities. The proposed model

uses the personality of each entity and the affinity level between entities in order to

calculate and represent the emotional dynamic of a group. The dynamic emotional545

model of a group of agents not only allows a global view of the emotional dynamic

of the group, also can improve the decision making based on the attraction level

between entities.

Specifically, the proposed model uses the dynamic Newton Law and universal

gravitation law, to calculate the attraction level (
#     »
EAF t(agi)) and the new emotion550

of each agent (
#»
E t+1(ag j) =

#»
E t(ag j) + (

#»v t(agi) · t)). These definitions allow to

calculate the emotional attraction between entities or groups. Moreover, it is pos-

sible to obtain the resulting emotion of the attraction in a (t + 1), as well as the

emotional propagation velocity (#»v t(agi)) time. Considering these elements it is

possible to know how is the emotional distribution among the agent group and to555

use this information to reason about future decisions.

The model evaluation was done through the use of a mobile robot application.
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Specifically, the proposed application consists of a NAO mobile robot that tries to

interact with a group of people in a room. Results show that if the robot implements

our proposed model, it is able to estimate the dynamic behaviour of people from an560

emotional point of view. Using these estimations, the robot may be able to enhance

its decision-making process.

As future work, we want to introduce emotion recognition using physiological

signals. Using this information we predict that it is possible of enhancing the emo-

tion detection and improving the detection time of the human emotion.565
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